Combined hormonal contraceptives and the risk of venous and arterial thromboembolism and cardiovascular death: misuse of automated databases
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ABSTRACT

Background In December 2011, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) convened a public Advisory Committee meeting to review evidence from a study commissioned by the agency. An analysis of findings derived from four databases was published on the FDA website, and presented at the meeting. Among users of combined hormonal contraceptives containing ethinylestradiol (EE) plus drospirenone (DRSP) the risks of venous (VTE) and arterial thromboembolism (ATE) were higher than among users of older reference contraceptives containing other progestogens. The findings have now been published in a peer-reviewed journal.

Objective To evaluate the published evidence.

Methods Generally accepted epidemiological principles of causality are applied.

Results The findings did not satisfy the criteria of time order, bias, confounding, statistical stability and strength of association, duration-response, internal consistency, external consistency, or biological plausibility.

Conclusions The best evidence continues to suggest that the increased risk of VTE in combined hormonal contraceptive users is dependent on the dose of estrogen, and independent of the progestogen used. The best evidence also suggests that DRSP does not increase the risk of ATE, and may reduce it.

BACKGROUND

In December 2011, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) convened a public Advisory Committee meeting to consider new findings regarding the risk of venous thromboembolism (VTE), and of arterial thromboembolism (ATE) [myocardial infarction (MI) and stroke combined], in users of recently introduced combined estrogen/progestogen hormonal contraceptives (CHCs). At the time of the meeting the findings had only been published on the FDA website, but not in a peer-reviewed journal.

The investigators concluded that their data “[provided] another positive finding to the increasing body of evidence linking [drospirenone (DRSP)] to increased risk of VTE relative to standard low-dose CHC pills. DRSP was associated with higher risk of ATE in new users overall with this finding restricted to women in the 35–55 years age group only”. Those conclusions were then invoked in the medical literature as grounds for public health recommendations.

In November 2012, the FDA findings for VTE, ATE and total mortality were published in a peer-reviewed journal, and here they are evaluated.

SIDNEY ET AL. 2012

Automated prescription and diagnostic data were derived from four sites: Kaiser Permanente Northern California, Kaiser Permanente Southern California, Tennessee State Medicaid and Washington State Medicaid. Mortality data were obtained from state registries. Women aged 10–55 years with a computer record of at least one CHC prescription between 2001 and 2007 were studied.

‘New users’ of CHCs were defined as women not previously exposed to any CHC during the 2001–2007 study period. In addition, women exposed
during the first 6 months of 2001 were only defined as new users if they had not been exposed in the preceding 6 months. Users of DRSP (3.0 mg) or ethinylestradiol (EE) (30 μg) tablets, the norgestromin (6.0 mg)/EE (750 μg) patch and the etonogestrel (11.7 mg)/EE 2700 μg vaginal ring were compared with a reference category of users of “four low-dose estrogen comparator CHCs” [levonorgestrel (0.10 mg)/EE (20 μg) tablets; levonorgestrel (0.15 mg)/EE (30 μg) tablets; norethindrone (1 mg)/EE (20 mg) tablets; norgestimate (0.18–0.25 mg)/EE (35 μg) tablets].

Hospitalised cases of VTE, as well as cases of ATE, were validated by a panel of physicians kept unaware of the exposure status of the patient. Outpatient cases of VTE had received anticoagulants for at least 30 days.

Relative risks (RRs) adjusted for age, site, and year of entry into the study were estimated. A total of 12 additional factors prevalent in ≥10% of the cohorts [angiotensin-converting-enzyme (ACE) inhibitors; acne; asthma; β-blockers; diabetes, hormone replacement therapy, hyperlipidaemia; hypertension; migraine; non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs); statins; surgery/injury] were evaluated as potential confounders. In the analysis of VTE risk the additional factors did not materially confound the comparisons, and they were not included in the statistical models; in the analysis of ATE risk, and of the risk of total mortality, hypertension, hyperlipidaemia and diabetes were also included in the models.

There were 573 680 new CHC users. Overall, the respective confounder-adjusted incidence rates of VTE in DRSP users (74 cases), and in the reference category (205 cases), were 13.7 and 8.2 per 10 000 person years (PY), and the adjusted RR was 1.77 [95% confidence interval (CI) 1.33–2.35]. For ATE the corresponding incidence rates were 2.5 (14 cases) and 1.8 (45 cases) per 10 000 PY, and the RR was 2.01 (95% CI 1.06–3.81). The increased risk of VTE was restricted to DRSP users aged 10–34 years (RR 2.12; 95% CI 1.43–3.15). The increased risk of ATE was restricted to users aged 35–55 years (2.60; 95% CI 1.25–5.41). For durations of DRSP use of <3, 3–12 (sic), and >12 (sic) months the respective RR estimates were 1.96, 1.88, and 1.29 for VTE, and 1.67, 1.67, and 2.74 for ATE. The RR of total mortality in DRSP users (17 cases) was 0.88 (95% CI 0.52–1.53).

Among norgestromin and etonogestrel users there were no significant increases in the risks of VTE (33 and 9 cases, respectively), ATE (4 and 2 cases) or total mortality (13 and 3 cases).

EVALUATION

Among the norgestromin users there were 33 cases of VTE (RR 1.09; 95% CI 0.30–1.69). For all other outcomes among users of norgestromin and etonogestrel the data were sparse (2–13 cases), and there were no ‘signals’ suggestive of an increased risk. Here the findings for those CHCs are not considered further. Below the focus is on the findings for DRSP and generally accepted epidemiological principles of causation4–7 are applied to the evidence.

VENOUS THROMBOEMBOLISM

Before applying causal criteria to the evidence it is helpful first to set the background. When CHCs were initially introduced, evaluation of the risk of VTE in CHC users and non-users proved to be relatively straightforward,8 principally because the increased risk (of the order of three-fold or more) was large. However, comparisons of the magnitude of the risk of VTE confined to users of different CHCs have proven not to be straightforward, for the following reasons.

1 CHCs, as a class, increase the risk of VTE, and the magnitude of the increase is dependent on the estrogen dose.8 That relationship is well established, and universally accepted. What is controversial, however, is whether, among women taking CHCs containing the same or a similar dose of EE, combining EE with DRSP confers a higher risk than combining EE with other progestogens.

2 The severity of VTE varies from virtually no symptoms (‘occult’ VTE) at the one extreme, to death (almost entirely due to pulmonary embolism) at the other; the great majority of cases are mild (e.g. a swollen leg), and they recover fully.9 Thus, unless there are grounds for suspicion, occult cases can readily go undiagnosed, but can selectively be diagnosed in CHC users. In addition, such cases can more commonly be diagnosed if they are using a CHC currently given adverse publicity than if they are using a CHC not receiving publicity.

3 In recent years technical advances in the diagnosis of VTE (e.g. d-dimer testing, duplex and triplex ultrasonography, magnetic resonance imaging) have resulted in the detection of occult cases that previously escaped diagnosis. As a result, the documented incidence of VTE among women of reproductive age who are not taking CHCs has increased from about 1–2 to 4–5 per 10 000 PY10–14; among CHC users corresponding increases have taken place.

A further reason why the incidence of VTE has increased is because the prevalence of obesity has increased.15 Obesity substantially increases the risk of VTE, and the incidence will consequently have increased both among non-users and users of CHCs. In addition, the combined effects of age and obesity are more than additive.10–14

It follows that in a study in which the incidence of VTE is compared among users of two or more different CHCs, the increase over time makes it obligatory to compare women of the same age, who use CHCs over the same time intervals, and who commence use at the same time. Assume, for example, that DRSP users, who could not have commenced use before 2001 (the year of introduction) are compared with...
users of older products, who could have commenced decades earlier. Even if there is in fact no difference in the incidence of VTE, because of technical advances, as well as changes in the distribution of risk factors such as obesity, the incidence would appear to be higher in the DRSP users, and the comparison would be biased. Confounding would also occur, unless full allowance for the combined effects of age and obesity, and for other factors such as a family history of VTE, are made.

4 Consider two hypothetical women, one a DRSP user and one a user of an older CHC. Assume that both women present with a swollen leg, that both have a diagnosis of VTE, and that both recover. Because of the extensive publicity given to the DRSP/VTE relationship, the DRSP user is more likely than the reference user to suspect VTE; she is more likely to consult her doctor; and her doctor is more likely to carry out diagnostic procedures, and correctly make the diagnosis.16

Whenever a new product is introduced, and whenever it is known, in advance, that a class effect such as VTE can occur, initially there is a selective tendency for doctors and others to report its occurrence more commonly among users of the newer product than of the older products in the medical literature, as well as to regulatory agencies, and to give it more publicity in the media.16

To illustrate: assume that two women are, respectively, users of DRSP and a reference CHC, and that both are diagnosed with VTE. Since DRSP is still relatively new, the user’s VTE is published in a medical journal, and reported to a regulatory agency. However, the VTE in the user of the older CHC is neither published nor reported, since “everyone already knows, and has known for years, that CHCs cause VTE, so it is not necessary to report it once again”. In addition, after a series of DRSP-induced cases have been published in the medical literature, adverse publicity in the media follows, whereas the same adverse publicity is not given to the older CHC.

From the perspective of validity, the bias due to differential reporting can be reduced, but not be eliminated, by ensuring that the same time intervals are compared. In addition, since bias cannot be eliminated entirely, if the risk for DRSP versus an older reference CHC appears only to be modestly increased, it may be impossible to judge whether the association is causal, or due to bias or confounding.17

5 For all CHCs as a class it is now established that, among women using CHCs for the first time (‘starters’) the risk of VTE is increased some four- to five-fold when use commences, within 3 months it declines to about two- to three-fold; then, over a span of years it continues slowly to decline.10–14 18 19 When women stop using CHCs in order to become pregnant, or for other reasons, within a month or two the risk declines to that of non-users. And each time CHC use is re-commenced (‘re-starters’), the pattern of an initially marked increase in incidence, followed by a decline, repeats itself. But since the incidence of VTE rises sharply with increasing age, each successive pattern of an initially high risk, followed by a decline, is not at the same level. It is also possible that the magnitude of the pattern of increased risk differs for starters and re-starters.

The importance of this complex sequence cannot be sufficiently emphasised. From the perspective of making valid comparisons among users of DRSP versus any reference CHC/s, it is mandatory to take duration of use, and especially short-duration use, fully into account by comparing 1–3-month users with 1–3-month users, 6–11-month users with 6–11-month users, 1–2-year users with 1–2-year users, and so on. It is also mandatory to compare women who commence use at exactly the same time, and at the same age.

To illustrate: assume that the incidence of VTE is the same in DRSP and in reference CHC users. If 1–3-month users of DRSP are compared with 6–11-month users of the reference product/s, the risk will nevertheless appear, spuriously, to be higher for DRSP users because the risk of VTE declines with increasing duration of use.

6 Computer-recorded CHC prescriptions are inherently unreliable. Some women may decide not to use a prescribed CHC. Some women who already have an existing supply may defer use, sometimes for months. Some women may stop because they wish to become pregnant. And some women stop simply because they do not need to use a CHC, and they may start again when they do.

Computer data on short-duration use are especially unreliable.19 Oral CHCs are usually prescribed for 2 or 3 months, and for women with only one or two recorded prescriptions it is impossible to be sure about the exact duration of use in months. Many women prescribed a CHC do not even start. Thus estimation of duration of use based solely on automated data results in overestimation of actual duration.

In order to accurately record the timing and duration of use, especially short-duration use, only information obtained directly from the woman herself can be considered reliable. In addition the data may be biased if, as is likely, computer-recorded short-duration use of a relatively new CHC tends to be shorter than computer-recorded short-duration use of an older product.

7 Epidemiology is not an exact science, and even in well-designed studies the possibility of bias or confounding cannot be entirely eliminated.17 If, however, a study is of high quality, and if the risk for users of one CHC is increased several-fold (say, five-fold or greater) relative to the use of another CHC, it may be reasonable to judge that even if all sources of bias and
confounding could indeed be eliminated, the association may be somewhat reduced (say, to three- or four-fold), but still be evident. Consequently it would be reasonable to conclude that, the limitations notwithstanding, the association is causal. However, when a risk is only modestly increased (say, less than two-fold), it may be impossible to discriminate among bias, confounding, and causation as alternative explanations. 17

To summarise: in a valid comparison of VTE risk it is necessary to compare women who start using DRSP with women of the same age who also start using the reference CHC at the same time – and preferably to compare starters who have never before used a CHC (‘first-time-ever’ users) – or failing that, to compare first-time-ever-users, combined with women only re-start after several years of non-use – and to compare the same durations of use. And even then, because bias and confounding cannot entirely be eliminated, it may be impossible to judge whether low-magnitude associations can be interpreted as causal.

I turn next to the application of causal principles 4–7 to the evidence. 3 The principles are inter-related (in particular, in the present instance, the criteria of time order and confounding), and when appropriate, I cross-reference.

**Time order**

During the first 6 months of follow-up in 2001, the definition of ‘new use’ of DRSP or of a reference CHC based on a 6-month exclusion period preceding 2001 was inadequate (see: Confounding). To illustrate: a woman who a year or two previously used a CHC, and who stopped because she became obese and hypertensive, could have switched to condoms, and then, when she recommenced CHC use preferentially has been prescribed DRSP because of its anti-hypertensive action 20 – and much the same considerations would apply to women whose first recorded CHC use was during the second half of 2001, or during 2002, 2003, or later. Alternatively, general ill-health (e.g. asthma, arthritis) predisposes to VTE, and affected women could selectively have stopped using CHCs during exacerbations, and years later have restarted after having been prescribed DRSP in the (mistaken) belief that it was ‘safer’ than older CHCs (see: Confounding).

Violation of time order could only confidently have been reduced by confining the analysis to first-time-ever users – which based on automated data was not possible – or failing that, the exclusion interval should have been several years – which also was not possible.

**Detection bias**

From the time of its introduction in 2001, increasing publicity, including publicity in the USA from a large and increasing number of law suits, has been given to the allegation that DRSP causes more VTE than do older CHCs. Inevitably, therefore, there would have been a selective tendency to suspect and diagnose VTE more commonly in DRSP users than in users of the reference CHCs. The likelihood of detection bias was not mentioned in the published report. 3

**Confounding**

The study lacked any information on obesity [body mass index (BMI)], family history of VTE and socioeconomic status, each of them established risk factors for VTE. DRSP tends preferentially to be prescribed to obese women, 16 and the effects of obesity and age, both determinants of CHC use and of VTE risk, are more than additive (‘interaction’). Analogous considerations apply to family history and socioeconomic status.

In one study 10 19 in which full adjustment was made for age, BMI, duration of current use of DRSP or levonorgestrel (see below: Duration-response), family history, level of education (an index of socioeconomic status), and the interaction between BMI and age, the RR for DRSP versus the reference CHCs was reduced by 27% as compared with adjustment only for age. By extrapolation those findings imply that had it been possible to fully adjust for the relevant variables in the present study, 3 the RR would have been reduced to about 1.29 [1.77 × (1.00 - 0.27)]. That is, there would hardly have been a perceptible increase in the risk of VTE among DRSP users.

Confounding could also have occurred because diagnostic methods, diagnostic precision and referral patterns among users of different CHCs changed over the time interval 2001–2007 (see: Detection bias). In addition, DRSP is more expensive than the reference CHCs, and in some of the study centres DRSP users had to pay all or part of the costs (Dr Sidney, personal communication, 2012). Women who could afford to pay were better off, and on average better educated, more conscious of VTE risk, and more likely to be diagnosed if they developed VTE (see: Detection bias). And women who for one or another reason stopped using fully reimbursed preparations could later have re-started with DRSP.

Confounding could also have occurred because between 2001 and 2007 the prevalence of obesity increased, 15 and over that interval the ratio of DRSP use to the use of the reference CHCs also increased.

Finally, the ostensibly detailed allowance made for multiple potential confounding factors was illusory. Apart from adjustment for age, site and calendar time, the potential confounding effect of 12 additional variables was also assessed: the latter variables were not included in the statistical models because they did not confound. However, factors such as ACE inhibitors, acne, β-blockers, hyperlipidaemia, hypertension, migraine, NSAIDs and statins are not risk factors for VTE.
Statistical stability and strength of association
The overall RR estimate for DRSP users was 1.77 (95% CI 1.33–2.35). Such a modestly elevated RR could readily have been due to bias or confounding, and among women aged 35–55 years the RR of 1.20 (95% CI 0.78–1.84) could also have been due to chance (see: Internal consistency; Statistical stability and strength of association). In addition, the division of the data into the age categories 10–34 and 35–55 years was arbitrary, and inadequate.

Duration-response
In an optimal comparison first-time-ever users of DRSP and of reference CHCs, who also commenced use at the same time, and who were the same age, should have been compared (see: Time order; Detection bias; Confounding). Or as a second-best option, first-time-ever-users together with re-starters who had not used a CHC for several years should have been compared (see: Time order). Closely similar durations of use should also have been compared, and with automated data it was not possible to do so, since it was not possible to precisely document the exact duration of CHC use, especially use that lasted only a few months. Moreover, since the newest CHC (DRSP) would on average have tended to be used for a shorter time than the older reference CHCs, the RR for DRSP users could have been overestimated.

There was quantitative evidence to indicate that the duration data were unreliable. Among the DRSP users, for <3 months of use versus >12 months of use, the incidence of VTE declined by 2.2-fold (from 12.8 to 5.7 per 10 000 PY) (the authors’ table 5), as would be expected. By contrast, however, there was hardly any decline among users of the reference CHCs: 1.2-fold (from 9.3 to 7.8 per 10 000 PY) (see: Internal consistency).

Internal consistency
As pointed out above the duration data were inconsistent (see: Duration-response).

Adjusted incidence rates of VTE in users of DRSP and in users of the reference CHCs were given in the published paper, and the unadjusted rates could be calculated from the authors’ table 3: for DRSP users the unadjusted and adjusted rates were 9.2 and 13.7 per 10 000 PY, respectively (Table 1). Yet among users of the reference CHCs the unadjusted and adjusted rates were virtually unchanged: 8.3 and 8.2 per 10 000 PY, respectively. The inconsistencies were minor, but explanations were not given.

The age-stratified RR estimates were also inconsistent: among women aged 10–34 years the RR was 2.21 (95% CI 1.43–3.15), whereas among women aged 35–55 years the RR was 1.20 (95% CI 0.78–1.84) (see: Statistical stability and strength of association). There is no biological mechanism that could explain an increased risk of VTE among DRSP users in one age group, but not in another (see: Biological plausibility).

External consistency
The authors stated that “compared to low-dose estrogen CHCs that have been on the market for longer periods of time … the results [for DRSP users] have been mixed, with five [five is an error: the correct number is six] of eight studies [the correct number is nine] showing an increased risk of VTE”, and that “it is unclear whether the differences in findings arose from differences in study methodologies or differences in populations studied”.

On the contrary, the reasons for the differences are abundantly clear: two of the three studies that did not identify an increased risk of VTE in DRSP users (one cohort study and one case-control study) were designed to evaluate the specific hypothesis in detail. Complete information was obtained on confounders such as BMI and family history of VTE, and detailed provision was made to compare starters with starters and re-starters with re-starters, as well as to accurately record and compare similar durations of CHC use. The third study was a cohort study based on automated data in the USA; that study was carried out before publicity had been given to the alleged increased risk of VTE in DRSP users. In all three studies the RRs approximated 1.0, and the data were sufficiently robust to document upper 95% CIs of <2.0.

By contrast, among the six studies showing an increased risk, one was a case-control study conducted for another purpose, it lacked adequate statistical power, and there was unambiguous evidence of detection bias. The remaining five studies were derived from automated data, detection bias was present in all five, in none of them were starters and re-starters properly defined and compared, in none of them was duration of use properly defined or allowed for, and in none of them was confounding adequately controlled. In addition, in three studies there was major under-ascertainment of cases of VTE, and in one study the diagnosis of VTE was not validated.

To sum up: studies specifically designed to make exact comparisons with full adjustment for confounding have
not identified increased risks among DRSP users relative to users of reference CHCs. All but one of the six studies that have identified increased risks were derived from automated databases designed principally for administrative purposes, and they lacked essential information needed to carry out valid analyses. In addition, all six studies were methodologically defective.

**Biological plausibility**
There is no biologically plausible evidence to suggest that DRSP is more thrombogenic than other CHCs. DRSP increases sex-hormone-globulin-binding levels, but that effect has not been shown to be thrombogenic. Some studies but not others have reported changes in protein C metabolism, but again those changes have not been shown to be thrombogenic.

**ARTERIAL THROMBOEMBOLISM**
In this study ATE comprised a combined category of cases of MI and stroke, and there were 14 DRSP-exposed cases: the numbers of exposed cases with each disease were not given, but based on the overall distribution, at a guess about four or five could possibly have been MI, and nine or 10 could have been stroke; among 11 DRSP users with ATE aged 35–55 years the numbers would have been smaller. On a priori grounds such sparse data are uninterpretable. Nevertheless, below I briefly apply causal criteria to the evidence.

**Time order**
Angina pectoris commonly precedes the onset of MI, and transient ischaemic attacks commonly precede the onset of stroke. If early symptoms of either disease selectively resulted in the use of DRSP, time order was violated (see: Detection bias; Confounding).

**Detection bias**
DRSP users experiencing chest pain could selectively have been investigated to rule out pulmonary embolism and instead have been found to have MI.

**Confounding**
Shared risk factors for MI and stroke include obesity, diabetes, family history, hypertension, smoking and socioeconomic status – although the magnitude of the risks of MI and stroke associated with each of the factors varies. Each of these factors could also have been determinants of DRSP use. In the database only clinically diagnosed diabetes was recorded, but was probably under-ascertained; and only data on some indirect and incomplete indicators of an increased risk of MI or stroke, such as ACE inhibitors, β-blockers, hyperlipidaemia, hypertension and statins were recorded. Major risk factors such as BMI, smoking, family history and socioeconomic status were not ascertained.

DRSP is an aldosterone antagonist, and it reduces blood pressure; its use also results in water loss, and since the weight gain caused by other CHCs is avoided, it tends selectively to be used by obese women (see: Confounding; Biological plausibility).

There were 14 DRSP-exposed cases of ATE, and multivariate adjustment was made for one continuous variable (age) and five categorical variables (site, year of entry, hypertension, hyperlipidaemia, diabetes). Not only were hypertension, hyperlipidaemia and diabetes under-ascertained, but with only 14 cases of ATE simultaneous adjustment for variables that could take on a total of 17 values (age, 2; site, 4; year of entry, 7; hypertension, 2; hyperlipidaemia, 2) and 224 value combinations, was virtually meaningless (see: Statistical stability and strength of association).

**Statistical stability and strength of association**
The lower 95% CI for the overall RR of 2.01 was 1.06, indicating that the data were fragile, and susceptible to the vagaries of error: had there been 13 instead of 14 DRSP-exposed cases the lower CI would have included 1.00, and by conventional standards the association could have been due to chance. The additional claim that the association was confined to women over the age of 35 years was arbitrary, and it was biologically implausible (see: Internal consistency; Biological plausibility). And still further, because of limited numbers an evaluation of statistical stability within relevant strata (e.g. half-decade or decade of age) was not feasible. As pointed out above, the data were so sparse that multivariate adjustment for confounding was virtually meaningless (see: Confounding).

**Duration-response**
The data were too sparse for an evaluation of duration-response to be feasible.

**Internal consistency**
The data were too sparse for an evaluation of internal consistency within strata such as half-decade or decade of age to be feasible. Information on consistency in other relevant strata, such as BMI, was missing (see: Confounding).

**External consistency**
Evidence in other studies suggests that DRSP does not increase the risk of ATE. It is established that DRSP reduces blood pressure (see: Biological plausibility), and there is evidence of a reduction in the risk of ATE in menopausal women using DRSP as hormone replacement therapy.

**Biological plausibility**
The uses of CHCs, combined with heavy smoking, increases the risk of MI; CHCs also increase the risk of stroke. However, there is no experimental, pathological or epidemiological evidence to suggest that
DRSP increases the risk of ATE more than do other CHCs. If anything, the antihypertensive effects of DRSP coupled with the existing epidemiological evidence suggest that DRSP reduces the risk of ATE, relative to other CHCs.

MORTALITY

Total mortality was not increased in DRSP users. What is relevant, however, is cardiovascular mortality, the risk of which, given the purported increased risks of VTE and ATE, should also have been increased. In the published report data on cardiovascular mortality were not provided, but they were provided on the FDA website (table 10c): among new users of DRSP there was one cardiovascular death, and among users of the reference CHCs there were 15 (RR, 0.17; 95% CI 0.02–1.35). The reduction in the risk of cardiovascular death, instead of an increase, supports the likelihood that the analyses of VTE and ATE risk in DRSP users were biased and confounded.

CONCLUSIONS

Venous thromboembolism

The findings in this study did not satisfy the criteria of time order, detection bias, confounding, statistical stability and strength of association, duration-response, internal consistency, external consistency or biological plausibility.

What remains to be explained is why so many unsatisfactory studies, particularly studies derived from large databases containing incomplete and imprecise data assembled for administrative purposes, and sharing much the same biases and confounders, have been conducted. Why the issues have become contentious, and sometimes even ad hominem also needs to be explained.

The origins of the contentiousness date back to the 1990s, and to the claim that so-called ‘third-generation’ CHCs more commonly cause VTE than do ‘second-generation’ CHCs. That claim originated in a study sponsored by the World Health Organization, following which there was a spate of studies, some confirming the existence of an association, and some rebutting it. It appears that the controversy has now spilled over to DRSP, which has been designated as a ‘fourth-generation’ CHC. There is no scientific rationale underlying the ‘fourth-generation’ designation.

The best evidence continues to suggest that the risk of VTE is not greater for users of DRSP than for users of other CHCs. The most rigorously conducted studies continue to demonstrate that the risk of VTE is a class effect of all CHCs, and that the magnitude of the risk is dependent on the dose of EE, and independent of the specific progestogen contained in the pill.

Arterial thromboembolism

The findings for this outcome failed to satisfy any of the epidemiological principles of causation.

Cardiovascular mortality

There was only one cardiovascular death in DRSP users, and none of the criteria of causation were satisfied.
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